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A NOTE ON INDECOMPOSABLE ELEMENTS 
IN THE TENSOR PRODUCT OF SEMIGROUPS 
JANA GALANOVA 
Let ST be the class of all semigroups. In [1] the tensor product (x) is defined and 
following property is proved: 
For any A, Be ST the semigroup A(x)B is isomorphic to F A X B / T , where FA*B is 
the free semigroup on the Cartesian product AxB and T is the smallest 
congruence over the relation T0, which is defined on A x B in this way: 
For any a, aia2eA and b, bi, b2eB the relations 
(a, bib2) To (a, bt)(a, b2) 
(ata2, b) To (ai, b)(a2, b) 
hold. 
The relations T0 will be called the tensor relation and T will be called the tensor 
congruence (on FA*B). The class of the tensor congruence which contains the 
element (au bi)...(an, bn) e FA*B will be denoted by (ai(x)bi)...(an®bn). This is an 
element of A®B. 
The following properties of A®B axe proved in [1]: 
G l . If E is a one-element semigroup, then A (x)E = E(A) holds for any Ae3~. 
E(A) is the greatest idempotent homomorphic image of A. 
G2. If A, B e rX, Ai c= A, Bi c= B and Ai is a set of generators of A, Bi a set of 
generators of B, then the set 
®(AuBi) = {a®beA(g)B: aeAu beBi} 
is a set of generators of A®B. 
Definition 1. Let A e 3 and aeA. Then the element a is called indecomposable 
(in A), if aeA— A2. If a e A2, then a is called decomposable (in A). 
The following properties are proved in [2]: 
J l . Let A, BeST, aeA and beB. Then a®b is indecomposable in A (x) B iff 
aeA-A2andbeB-B2. 
J2. Let A, Be 3~, ate A — A2, bieB — B2, i = 1, ..., n and a>+i =£ a,, bj+i ± b} for 
j= 1, ..., n - 1. Then the element (au bx)...(an, bn)eFAxB is the only element of 
the class (ai®bi)...(an®bn) of the tensor congruence on FA*B. 
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In particular we have (au b\)=t(a2, b2)in FAxB iff ax®b\ -£ a2®b2ix\ A®B. 
If I is an ideal in a semigroup A, then All denotes the Rees factor semigroup. 
The cardinality of a set X will be denoted by |X| . 
The purpose of this note is to prove the statements CI—C5 formulated below 
which clarify the influence of the indecomposable elements of A and B on the 
structure of A®B. 
Statement CI. Let A, B e :T. Then 
\(A®B)-(A®B)2\ = \(A-A2)x(B-B2)\. 
Proof. This follows from Jl and J2, since a®b e[(A®B) - (A®B)2] iff 
(a,b)e[(A-A2)x(B-B2)]. 
Statement C2. If | A - A 2 | > 1 and | B - B 2 | > 1 , then the semigroup A®B is an 
infinite non-commutative semigroup. 
Proof. Let au a2eA-A
2, b\, b2eB-B
2 and a\ + a2, b\^b2. Denote st = 
a\®b\, s2 = a2®b2. Since (a\, b\)(a2, b2)=t(a2, b2)(a\, b\)we have S\S2^s2S\ by J2 
and A®B is non-commutative semigroup. 
The following elements are different (by J2): 
si, s2, sls2, sls2sl, sls2sls2, sls2sls2?i, 
Hence the semigroup A®B is infinite. 
If A, B satisfy the conditions of the Statement C2 then A®B contains 
indecomposable elements and it is infinite. The question arises: If A®B is finite 
are there indecomposable elements in A ®B. The answer is given in the Statement 
C3. 
Statement C3. let S be a finite semigroup, S — S2i^0 and S be isomorphic to 
a tensor product A®B (A, B e &). If we denote \A - A2\ = a and \B- B2\ = j3, 
then a = 1 and /3 is a non-zero natural number or j3 = 1 and a is a non-zero natural 
number. 
Proof. By CI we have a ^ O , j3^0, a and j3 finite. By C2 we have o t ^ l or 
Lemma. Let S = {s, 0} be a zero semigroup with zero 0 and Ta zero semigroup. 
Then S®T is isomorphic to T. 
Proof. Let 0' be the zero of T. Then the set Ti = T - { 0 ' } is the set of all 
indecomposable elements of T. Further ®({ s} , T\) = {s®t: feTi} is a set of 
generators of S®T by G2. By J l we have ®({s}, T\) = (S®T)-(S®T)2. 
Let 5: T^>S®T be a mapping defined by d(t) = s®t for any te T. We shall 
show that 8 is an isomorphism: 
By J2, 6 is injective function, since t^h, teT, UeT\ imply d(t) = s®t£s 
®U = d(t\). 
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The function d is surjective: The elements of S®T have the form 
(s®ti)...(s®tn), where tu ..., tneTi and n is a natural number. We have 
(s®ti)...(s®tn) = s®ti...tn = s®0' for ,n>l. The elements of S ® T a r e exactly 
the elements s®t = 8(t)9 teT. 
The function 6 is a homomorphism: S(tit2) = s®(tit2) = (s®ti)(s®t2) = 
Hti)Hh) for any tu t2eT. 
This proves our Lemma. 
Statement C4. Let A, B be semigroups. Then (AIA2)®(BIB2) is isomorphic to 
A®BI(A®B)2 iff | A - A 2 | e { 0 , 1} or \B-B2\ e {0, 1}. 
Proof. Let us remark that A®B = B®A. 
If both |A - A2 | > 1 and \B - B 2 | > 1, then, by C2, A/A2®B/B2 is non-comm­
utative, while (A®B)/(A®B)2 is commutative. 
If |A - A 2 | = 1, i.e. | A/A2 | = 2, then by the Lemma we have A/A2®B/B2 = B-
/B2.UsingCl,wehave|B/B2 | = | B - B 2 | 4 - l = | A - A 2 | | B - B 2 | + 1 = | (A®B)-
/(A®B) 2 | , whence B/B2^(A®B)/(A®B)2. 
If | A - A 2 | = 0 , i.e. |A/A2| = 1, then A/A2®B/B2 is by Gl a one-point 
semigroup, and so is (A®B)/(A®B)2, by CI. 
This proves Statement C4. 
Definition. A semigroup S is called globally idempotent if S = S2. 
Statement CS. The semigroup A®B is globally idempotent iff A is globally 
idempotent or B is globally idempotent. 
Proof. The semigroup A®B is globally idempotent iff | ( A ® B ) -
( A ® B ) 2 | = 0 . We have |A - A2| | B - B 2 | = 0 by CI and that means A = A 2 or 
B = B2. 
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ПPИMEЧAHИE K HEPOЗЛOЖHЫM ЭЛEMEHTAM TEHЗOPHOГO 
ПPOИЗBEДEHИЯ ПOЛУГPУПП 
Jana G a l a n o v á 
P e з ю м e 
Пycть A, ß — пoлyгpyппы и (x) — тeнзopнoe пpoизвeдeниe в клacce вcex пoлyгpyпп. Ecли в A и 
в ß cyщecтвyeт бoлee oднoгo нepaзлoжимoгo элeмeнтa, тo A(x)B — бecкoнeчнaя нeкoммyтaтив-
нaя пoлyгpyппa. 
Фaктop-пoлyгpyппa Pиcca A(x)ß/(A(x)ß)2 изoмopфнa (A /A 2)(x)(ß/ß 2) тoгдa и тoлькoтoгдa, 
кoгдa в A или в ß cyщecтвyeт нe бoлee oднoгo нepaзлoжимoгo элeмeнтa. 
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